How Clean is Your Fuel?

Cat® Ultra High Efficiency Plus (UHE+) fuel filters provide improved filtration efficiency and capacity beyond current fuel filters. These new elements are a good choice for customers concerned with the quality of fuel being used in their equipment. The higher level of efficiency and improved capacity will allow for a much cleaner fuel system which promotes maximum component life and optimal equipment performance.
Rigorously tested both in the lab and in the field to ensure that their performance meets your expectations. Protecting critical fuel system components gets more difficult all the time. Tighter component tolerances, increasing engine temperatures, and higher injector pressures all demand improved levels of fuel filtration. The UHE+ fuel filters deliver unmatched fuel system cleanliness that ensures the longest component life and the best equipment performance possible.

The UHE+ fuel filters retain all of the differentiated features and performance benefits of the previous Cat filters, such as:

- Acrylic Beading – maximizes filter capacity
- Spiral Roving – best-in-industry particle retention
- Non-Metallic Center Tube – element cleanliness
- Urethane End Caps – eliminates leak paths
- Aluminum Top Plate – better thread engagement
- Thickest One Piece Canister in the Industry

Fuel being delivered to customers is not getting any cleaner. Your fuel filters need to be better. Cat UHE+ fuel filters utilize the most advanced media technology available to protect your investment and maximize your equipment performance.